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Abstract

The supervisory portion of a distributed fault tolerant control system (DFrCS) is responsible for managing redundancy,
ensuring consis'.mt control, and recovering from failures. Such software poses a unique _t of challenges for validation
resting. A test environment for such validation is described in this paper. Data has been collected on a total of I000 test
hours involving 2 million control actions and 700,000 randomly injected single and multiple faults. No anomalous
behavior has been observed. Quantitative results include a coverage of 0.98 in the presence of an average of 2
simultaneous faults (maximum of 4 simultaneous faults) and an average response time (in the presence of faults) of 10
msec when less than 2 simultaneous faults were injected. A separate long term stability test running at the Experimental
Breeder Reactor I1 site of the Argonne National Laboratory West has been running continuously since November of 1991.

I Introduction

Fault tolerant systems provide a particular challenge to validation because the input space of non-
normal system states is much larger than the space of normal states which are the province of
conventional programs. Distributed systems pose additional validation problems because of the
introduction of interprocessor message delays and the complexities of interfacing with network
hardware. Nevertheless, the potential cost, extensibility, and fault containment benefits of
distributed systems provide a strong motivation to address and overcome these difficulties. The
most difficult aspect of implementing a distributed system is the supervisory function. The
responsibility of this function is to ensure that redundancy is properly managed, i.e., that the
operational state of ali nodes are identified and that the roles of each node are known and in
accordance with the intention of the redundancy management scheme. This is a nontrivial
problem because both operational nodes must reach the same conclusion and remain synchronized
without reference to any common status or memory locations and possibly in the presence of
multiple faults. In the target system to be described below, we use the term executive layer
[Hech91] to refer to this supervisory software.
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2 Target System Description

The system under test is a real time control system based on the Distributed RecoveD, Block
(DRB) fault tolerant software construct [Kim84, Rand75]. The concept was extended to include
provisions for hardware resets and return to the primary routine after failure of the alternate, and
is hence called the Extended distributed recovery block, or EDRB. SoHaR developed an EDRB-
based control system for use in advanced reactors under sponsorship of the U.S. Dept. of Energy.

Figure 1 is a top level diagram of a typical EDRB configuratiou which consists of dual redundant
and non redundant processors which are interconnected by various dual redundant networks.
Nodes responsible for control of the process and related systems are called operational nodes.
Operational nodes are critical because they perform real time control (either directly or through
lower level PLCs) and store nonrecoverable state information (e.g., system modes or control
sequence statuses). Hence, they are redundant; a set of dual redundant operational nodes is called
a node pair. Members of the node pair exchange periodic status messages called heartbeats.
A member of a node pair is capable of recovering from failures in its companion if the
malfu_c_on has been declared as part of the heartbeat message. Such failures do not include
immediately fatal hardware or system software failures which result in the absence of a heartbeat.
7f an operational node does sense the absence of its companion's heartbeat, it requests
confirmation of the failure from a second kind of node called the supervisor. The supervisor is
a non-redundant processor which confirms the absence of a heartbeat, arbitrates inconsistent states
in operational node pairs, and logs ali status changes and failures. Although the supervisor is
important to EDRB operation, the node is not critical because its failure impacts the ability of
the system to recover from failures requiring its confirmation or arbitration. The EDRB system
can continue to operate without a supervisor if no other failures occur.

A simplified view of the software structure in a node pair and its interaction with the supervisor
is shown in Figure 2. Operational nodes employ active redundancy. One node pair member is
always active (i.e., controlling); the other is shadow (i.e., standby) if it is functional. Under
normal circumstances and in steady state, the active node executes a primary version of a control
task in parallel with an alternate version executed on the shadow node. Both nodes check the
correctness of the results of the control task outputs with the use of an acceptance test.

The subsequent actions are determined by a node executive. The node executive determines
which version of the application software to run (i.e., the primary or alternate routine), and the
role of the local node (i.e., active or shadow). Assuming the primary routine acceptance test is
passed, the most usual action of the node executive is to instruct that a control signal be passed
to the actuators under its control. If the acce?tance test is not passed, the active node executive
might request that the shadow node executive promote itself to active and immediately send out
its result in order to minimize recovery time in the event of an application failure. However, this
may not always occur because the companion node may have failed, or the shadow routine may
have failed in the immediately preceding cycle. These and other considerations resulted in the
development of a nontrivial decision algorithm which was described in an earlier publication
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[Hech91 ]. In addition to the start of a new frame, the node executive determines the node's role
after each of the following events:

- application completion
- expiration of the application timer (i.e., application has not completed in allowed time)
- expiration of the data timer (i.e., no data has arrived within the anticipated interval)
- receipt of a message that the companion has started a new frame,
- companion application completion
- expiration of the companion application timer
- expiration of the companion data timer

If the node executive determines that a role switch is necessary because of an application failure
or timeout, it immediately sends a switch request to the companion. When the node executive
running on the companion node receives such a request, it immediately sends a switch confirm
to the companion. Switch requests and confu'ms are sent to the supervisor node only at the
beginning of each heartbeat frame in order to limit message processing workload during recovery
actions.

When an operational node fails to issue a heartbeat, the companion's node executive requests
permission from the supervisor to assume control if not ir the active role. If the supervisor
concurs that a heartbeat is absent, consent is transmitted and the shadow promotes itself as if the

: failure were announced by the companion node. lt is possible for an inconsistent state to occur,
e.g., the active node spuriously decides to become a shadow node or a shadow node makes an
incorrect decision to assume control. In the event of such a state, the supervisor node will detect
the problem from periodic status reports.

3 Validation of the Executive Layer

The objective of validation testing was to ensure that the node executive layer functioned
correctly when integrated with other portions of the EDRB system. The executive layer consists
of the node executive and the supervisor node. A total of 1000 hours of fault injection testing
was performed for the most recent build of the EDRB Executive layer. This testing was done
as a series of 10 runs with varying durations, fault injection prof'des, and total numbers of faults
injected. A total of nearly 400,000 faults were injected in the course of these 10 runs. This
section describes the testbed, the fault injection methodology, data collection, and data analysis
tools.

3.1 Testbed Description

The EDRB Testbed consists of a small process control loop and four PC/AT (80286) class
computers interconnected with 2 dual redundant ARCNET operational networks and one test
network as shown in Figure 3. Normal EDRB communication takes place over the dual
redundant ARCNET networks. The separate test network connects ali four computers for
communications between the, operational nodes and the interface node, as well as for log message
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communication from the supervisor to the interface node. Two of the computers foim an EDRB
operational node pair, replicating the function of application control. The thi_rd computer
provides the role of EDRB supervisor node. The fourth computer is the interface node which
serves three major purposes for test support: (1) generating simulated application hardware
sensor data to be distributed to both EDRB operational nodes, (2) monitoring and maintaining
a statistical data file on control message responses from the operational nodes, and (3) logging
and displaying supervisor node data.

Because the interface node provides most of the test support, little additional test-specific
processing is required by the operational nodes and the supervisor. This allows for more accurate
assessment of the operational node processing capacity and response time. However, it was
necessary to make small modifications to the EDRB executive layer software on both the
supervisor and interface nodes to allow for the introduction and logging of randomly generated
faults into the operational node applications.

3.2 Validation Test Procedures

As is accepted practice in fault tolerant systems, fault injection is used as the validation testing
technique [Lala83, Sega88]. Our current fault injection capabilities include simulating transient
and permanent communications failures, hardware failures, input data failures, and software
failures.

Software fault injection testing was organized in a series of 10 runs whose duration varied
between 20 and 328 hours. During this testing, faults were injected for a total of 32 hours. The
EDRB system processed nearly 7.5 million input messages during the testing. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the chara_toristics of these runs. Runs 1 through 3 were long duration runs with a
4-hour failure interarrival time (Poisson distributed), 2-minute durations of fault injection
sequences (uniform distribution), and average fault intensities (uniformly distributed) in excess
of 2.5 simultaneous faults. Runs 4 through 10 had much shorter interarrival times of
approximately 15 minutes and fault intensities of less than 1.5 simultaneous faults. Because of
the much higher failure sequence frequency and resultant concerns of the supervisor log capacity,
these runs were typically less than 60 hours.

Fault injection is controlled by a task on the supervisor node which communicates with the
acceptance tests on the operational nodes over the test network. Because multiple long duration
faults are of primary interest in determining the robusmess of the executive layer, the EDRB
testbed uses "fault sequences" rather than simple faults. A fault sequence is defined by three
arguments: an interarrival time, a duration, and a fault intensity. The interarrival time is

exponentially distributed. The duration is uniformly distributed and is divided into smaller units
called intervals. In each interval, the fault intensity, i.e., the number of simultaneously injected
faults, can vary between 0 and 4. These faults can affect the primary and/or alternate versions
of the application software, and can fail in the mode of either an incorrect result or a timeout.
The fault intensity distribution is under the control of the testers, but the actual number of faults
injected per sequence interval is not. Because failure sequences are simulated as random, bias
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Run Characterization

.... Run -+Total No,of Total Tota] Average Avoiage
No, No,of Fault Fault Run"13me Sequence No,of

Injocted Injection Injection Duration Faultsper
_ Fautts Sequences Time S_luence

1 33994 63 1.75 270 1.67 539.59
2 8714 18 0,42 72 1.40 484,11
3 77686 91 3,8 328 2.51 853.69
4 44058 589 4,45 60 0,45 74.80
5 43782 581 4,62 51 0.48 75.36
6 14830 260 1.53 21 0,35 57.04
7 38564 560 3.65 58 0,39 68.86
8 30560 496 325 48 0,39 61.61
g 40364 576 425 66 0,44 70,08

10 53524 558 4,95 63,5 0.47 g5,92
,,, , , ,..

Tota] 386076 3792 32,07 1037,5-- ,..

Table 1. Fault Injection Run Characterizations
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Fault Intense,

Run ProportionofFautt InjectionSequences ' " Aveiage ....
No, 1iault 2 faults 8 faults.... 4 faults No Faults- Fautt

- , .... tntens_

1 0,0007 0,0019 0.0028 0.0012 0,9934 2.68
2 0.0003 0,0018 0.0026 0.0013 0,9940 2,82
3 0,0006 0,0021 0.0075 0,0014 0,9884 2.84
4 0,0476 0,0239 0,0023 0,0002 0.9260 1.39
5 0.0643 0,0221 0,0028 0,0002 0.9106 1.32
6 0,0497 0,0169 0.0034 0 0.9300 1,34
7 0,0399 0,0164 0,0063 0.0001 0,9373 1.47
8 0,0497 0,016 0,0023 0 0,9320 130
9 0,0467 0,0141 0,0032 0,0002 0,9358 1.33

10 0,0373 0,0138 0,0173 0 0.9316 1.71
, , ,

Table 2. Fault Injection Intensities (average number of simultaneous faults per injection)
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from the test input data is removed with the resultant higher probability of discovering
unanticipated design or coding defects,

3.3 Data collection

Figure 4 is a diagram showing the flow of operational and test data through the system. The
flow of operational data is from the top of the diagram to the bottom. Process data either
originates as a simulation in the interface node or is actually processed and placed onto the test
network via the interface node. From the interface node, it passes to the operational nodes where
it is processed. The active node passes control outputs back to the interface node. State data are
passed between the operational nodes and to and from the supervisor.

The flow of test data is from the bottom to the top. Fault injection data originates in the
supervisor node where it is passed to the executive layer. A task within the executive layer acts
in accordance with the fault injection messages. The rest of the executive layer functions as it
normally would to respond to the failure or to messages from the companion which may be
experiencing failures. The response of the executive layer is recorded locally in a high resolution
"debug" file, by the supervisor which records state changes as reflected in messages from the
operational nodes, and by the interface node which records the operational node output.

A major issue in the design and implementation of the data collection facilities at each of these
sites was to minimize the impact of data collection on the operation of the system. This impact
was primarily a distortion of response times because of the data dependencies of the logging and
operational tasks. An example of how this impact was mitigated was the use of RAM disk files
for the local operational nodes. The RAM disk is used because hard disk access and has a
tendency to interfere with the processing of network communications and other critical EDRB
functions on the operational nodes. The consequence of this measure was that only a limited
amount of local operational data could be collected in any one file. However, this limitation was
acceptable because of the specific use of this data which will be described below.

3.3.1 Operational Node

The operational node collects detailed data on every execution of the node manager. As such,
it accumulates data at the fastest rate of any of the logs in the system. Moreover, as noted above,
the data are written to a RAM disk file which has only a limited capacity. However, the

l primary use of the information in the debug log is to isolate problem sections of code causing
repeatable problems involving the two operational nodes. Logs at the higher level are used to
detect and confirm such problems, which are then debugged using data collected at the
oPerational 'node. Because of its role in debugging known and repeatable problems, the
operational node log is also called a debug log.

Information contained in the operational node debug log file includes each and every state change
or event that is triggered or witnessed by the executive layer. These include

10
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- current role (active vs. shadow)
- application version (primary vs. altemate)
- last application acceptance test result (passed vs. failed)
- role switch request (when a node has requested to re_nquish its active role)
- role switch conftrm (when the companion node has consented to assume the active role)
- application data received (when process data was received)
- application data timeout (whether the process data was not received by the deadline)
- application run completed (when the process control task completed)
- application run timeout (whether the process control task hung)
- application output (when the data was passed to the process interface card)

3.32 Supervisor Node

The supervisor log is used to determine the response time and correctness of the system's
responses to spontaneou_ and induced faults. It includes information on every state change that
occurs in the EDRB operational pair, all sT_pervisor responses to operational nodes, and any
changes that take place in the automatic fault injection task. During fault-free periods, the
supervisor does not record data because no state changes are occun'ing. As a result, the
supervisor log can be maintained over longer periods of time. Information collected by the
supervisor log includes

- role flag (active or shadow)

- application version flag (primary or alternate)

- node role switch event (did a role switch occur?)

- data flag (an indication of process data starting or stopping)

- application completiort/timeout event (did the application complete, complete correctly or
time out)

- control message output event (was there an output to the system after the application
completed?)

- system data rate flag (did the rate of internode traffic exceed the threshold?)

- node pair network failure fl_g (did a node pair network fail?)

- node slow flag (did an operational node fail or fall significantly behind its companion?)

- companion slow flag (did an operational node indicate that its companion was slow?)

- restart approved/denied event (the supervisor response to a restart request generated by

12



an operational node)

3.33 Interface node

The interface log contains information on the number of control message responses received for
each sensor data message transmitted by the interface task. This data is actually the ultimate test
of the EDRB system's fault tolerance capabilities, because it demonstrates the systems's ability
to continuously provide one and only one control message output for each set of sensor data.
With access to this file, one can determine the statistical usefulness of the EDRB in the presence
of induced faults in terms of how much of the time there was exactly one control message per
data frame.

The interface file contains data on the number of operational node control message responses to
each set of data transmitted by the interface task. This data is tallied with each interface
transmission and tl,en logged at the beginning of each hour and when a failure sequence starts
or terminates. In this way, correlations can be made between the control message response
characteristics during fault injection sequences and during non-fault injection _equences.

3.4 Data Conversion, Reduction, and Analysis Functions

Data analysis and reduction requirements have evolved through the course of validation testing.
Each of the data fries described in the previous section has a corresponding conversion utility that
translates the binary log into a readable ASCII f'tle and allows the user to f'flter out some of the
data. In addition, the following programs have been created to analyze the data fries, both
individually and collectively:

- decadd -- adds all of the entries in the interface log file together, indicates the start and
end times for the entire run, as well as the elapsed time, and tallies the control message
responses per data frame and the non-single control output frame sequences

- decsup -- based on data in supervisor and interface log, it generates cumulative statistics
on numbers of faults injected and data flames with 0, 1, or 2 control message responses,
both overall and specific to non-fault intervals

- nofaults -- lists tallies in the interface log that correspond to intervals which, according
to the supervisor log, had no faults injected, but which have at least one data frame with
0 or 2 control message responses

- recovery -- prints a listing of the times of each fault sequence end and the EDRB
recovery time, as determined from the supervisor log as the time at which exactly one
node starts generating control output; also generates an ASCII table of the recovery times
in ticks along with the number of faults in the step just prior to the sequence end--suitable
for spreadsheet input; also generates statistics on average recovery time and standard
deviation of recovery time.

13
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3.5 Long Term Stability Testing

The nature of long term stability testing is somewhat different than the fault injection testing
described in the previous sections. Fault injection test durations were limited by (a) f'de storage
capacity, and (b) limitations on the number of virtual circuits that could be kept open (additional
virtual circuits were created by the QNX operating system every time a node was automatically
restarted). As a result, the practical limit on fault injection test runs with full data collection is
approximately 350 hours.

In long term stability testing, an EDRB system without the modifications described above was
simply allowed to run without fault injection. Daily observations on the state of the system were
made to ensure its operational state. The value of such a test is that it increases the confidence
in the validation testing results and confirms the soundness of the design. A long term stability
test on an earlier version of the EDRB software has been under way since November, 1991 at
the Experimental Breeder Reactor II site.

4 Validation Testing Results

This section discusses the measurement of recovery probability, recovery time, and examples of
implementation defects found in the course of validation testing.

4.1 Effectiveness of the Executive Layer in Det,:cting and Recovering from Software
Failures

The primary figure of merit for the executive layer is coverage. Coverage is probability that the
system will detect and recover from faults in the categories for which the node executive is
intended to cover. In the EDRB validation testing, this is measured as the proportion of input
message for which exactly one output message was sent during fault injection versus the total
number of input messages provided to the system during the same period.

The most conservative estimate of coverage is the total number of input messages where there
was exactly one output message divided by the total number of input messages (i.e., those where
there were 0, 1, or 2 outputs). This estimate is highly conservative because:

(a) Prudent digital control system design would allow systems to tolerate one or several
missing control messages before an anomalous condition occurs. This is because the
sampling interval is much higher than necessary to maintain stability.

(b) Fauli injection included a significant percentage of simultaneous triple and quadruple
faults (see Table 2).

The test data in Table 3 show the measured coverage using this method. The average result is
approximately 0.98 with a 3-sigma lower limit of approximately 0.97 [Wink75]. There is a small
amount of variation i__t_heseruns, but it cannot be explained with a reasonable degree of
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CoverageCalcuation

• ,,,,,, ,,,

Run Frameswith ... -
No. _',,b 1 2 Proporlbn Lower

Oul:x.ds Output Ouputs Successful Bound
(error) (success) (error) Est

(3sigma)
..... . ....I .......

1 4867 383692 40 0.9874 0.9868
2 1175 106762 3 0.9891 0,9881
3 4918 549211 47 0.9910 0.9907
4 602 50114 265 0.9830 0.9813
5 515 49758 291 0.9841 0.9824
6 275 19374 111 0.9805 0.9775
7 667 43153 232 C,9796 0.9776
8 541 37310 229 0,9798 0,9776
9 1035 48113 259 0.9738 0.9717

10 642 47853 250 0.9817 0.9799

,, I

Table 3. Measured Fault Detection and Recovery Probabilities (Coverage)
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confidence to any of the characteristics shown in Tables 1 and 2 (including likely candidates such
as fault intensity, fault sequence duration, number of fault sequences per run, fault interval). The
most likely explanation is coincident software development activity that was being performed
during the time that fault injection was taking place and which utilized the test network.

4.2 Recovery Time

Because the EDRB is intended for real time control, the recovery time is as important as
coverage in assessing the capabilities of this fault tolerant system. Table 4 shows the average
measured recovery and 3-sigma _ recovery times for each of the ten runs. Recovery time in this
case is defined as the time after conclusion of the fault injection sequence that the first
application result is available. The reason for this definition is that in cases when three and four
faults are injected simultaneously, the dual version recovery block used in the test system is
saturated and cannot output a result. Thus, the recovery time would be a function of the amount
of time that this multiple fault condition exists; which is not an inherent property of the system.
Figure 5 shows the average time as a function of fault intensity. These rcsults can be placed i,
two groups: for runs 1 through 3, when the average fault intensity was close to 3 simultaneous
faults, and runs 4 through 10, when the average fault intensity was less than 2 simultaneoas
faults.

Table 4 and Figure 5 show that unlike coverage, recovery time is affected by fault intensity.
This behavior is expected and can be explained by the design of the node executive which was
described in section 2. If only one application task failure (timeout or incorrect results as
determined by the acceptance test) occurs, then the node executive makes a switch request to the
companion which generally has a result ready and which outputs it immediately. Recovery time
under these circumstances is less than 5 milliseco,ids (the resolution of our mea,_urement

capabilities). If two application task failures occur but do not disable both t21eprimary and
alte=nate tasks on both nodes (e.g., a time-out on the primary in one node, a failure on the
alternate in the second, but the primax3_succeeds in the second node), then a result.is output after
a version succeeds. The recovery time is a function of the size of the application. If both
versions of the application could be completed within the allowable data iteration rate, then
recovery time will be longer but still within the requirements. Howevec, in the event that there
are more than two application faults, then an output will not occur, and results will be available
only after the situation has changed so that one of the applications can output a result.

4.3 Long Term Stability Testing Results

A single hardware failure occm'red during system startup (an unreadable startup sector on a hard
disk) from which recovery occurred. Degraded CRT monitor performance ha,_been observed,
but this is not witthin the scope of the fault tolerance provisions. Thus far, no system anomalies

The three sigma confidence is found by dividing the standard deviation by the _square root
of the number of fault injection sequences [Wink75] and multiplying by 3.
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RecoveryTimeResuhs

R.un - Average $,4ean Sld Nol of UpperUmit
no, Fautl Recovery Der Faull on R_.

Intensky Time InJactbn (3 =,_gma)
.. . (msec) .. . Secluenoes .

1 2,68 119.1 169,1 63 158,1
2 2,82 112.5 217.6 16 156.8
8 2.84 75 152.8 91 112.1
4 1.39 5 45,4 689 252
6 132 6,45 52.4 681 282
6 134 5.48 47.2 260 26,1
7 1.47 7.69 50,3 560 29.0
g 1.30 4.33 42.7 496 23.9
9 133 6.55 46.7 576 27.1

10 1.71 10,98 99.5 558 40.9

Table 4. Measured Recovery Times
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Figu_'e 5

Recovery Time vs. Fault Intensity
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have been observed, and this system has remained operational since the beginning of the test.

4.4 Design and Implementation Changes as a Result of Testing

Validation testing resulted in the discovery of subtle fault response characteristics of the EDRB
which resulted in some design changes.

The first problem was a result of EDRB performance improvements not being accounted for in
the design. The manifestation was that the second node in an operational pair to begin running
would not synchronize with its companion node, even though it was able to receive companion
heartbeats. The cause was that, although the node received a heartbeat from its companion, there
was such a long delay in receiving the second heartbeat (due to task start-up) that subsequent
companion heartbeats were discarded as invalid. As a result, the node would simply initialize
its count to zero and would never establish synchronization. The solution was to allow the node
to accept each and every companion heartbeat received during initialization as valid, thereby
ignoring the normal test for reasonableness.

-- A hardware related problem involved the use of shadow RAM for BIOS relocation. We
¶ discovered that some computers used for the first time in the testbed relocated the system BIOS
. ROM to memory addresses that conflicted with those used by our ARCnet cards. The fix was

| to disable the shadow RAM in the motherboard's system setup routine.

! A problem which manifested itself in the case of multiple failures was that if a node were

i rebooted without the ability to communicate with its companion, it would automatically come
up in the active role (attempting to control the application environment). The system was
originally designed this way, so that the first node to come up would establish the active role.
The problem with this approach was that it allowed for the possibility of two active nodes

i whenever a node reboots (at which point its companion will become active), and in the absence
of any companion communication, decides to come up active as weil. This required a much
more sophisticated solution, involving th_ supervisor node in role initialization if (and only if)
there is an absence of companion communication. The implementation was complicated by the

i timing uncertainties of the QNX distributed real-time multi-tasking operating system. The

specific issue was to ensure that the algorithms used for role initialization based upon
communication from the companion and from the supervisor cannot interfere, thus allowing the
two operational nodes to come up in the same role.

|

One enhancement to the system's diagnostics and logging capabilities was the addition of a

periodic supervisor response to operational node heartbeat messages. This enables the system
to regularly test the supervisor to operational node communications as well as triggering an alarm

i in the event of a supervisor crash or similar failure. It was implemented such that the supervisor

replies to every tenth node heartbeat received over each network. In turn, the operational nodes
generate alarms and attempt to inform the supervisor if they transmit fifteen or more heartbeat

messages without a supervisor response.
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Another modification made to the supervisor involved the addition of a local timer on each
node's heartbeat messages. By setting an absolute timeout on each operational node, the
supervisor can now detect a complete operational pair outage, generate an appropriate 'alarm, and
reset all screen data pertaining to the associated node(s), lt is important that ali internal state
data be reset in these cases as weil, so as to avoid the confusion of alarms and log messages
indicating that the live node is "slow" in comparison to the residual heartbeat from the dead node
or indicating a node pair role conflict.

A f'mal example of a system enhancement made recently relates to the companion network failure
alarm on the supervisor. Since network failures are among the most prevalent class of failures
in a loosely coupled system, we found it necessary to provide the end user with specific data on
these types of failures. Wh_e we were already logging the specific system times at which these
network failures occurred (or were recovered from), we decided to add an indication of the
network number determined to be slow or out of sync. This allows the maintenance personnel
to more easily locate the problem and take appropriate action.

5 Discussion

Validation testing is a necessary but not sufficient condition for development of the supervisory
layer of distributed fault tolerant systems. Lower level component verification is necessary
because (a) validation testing can cover only a very limited portion of the potential input space,
and (b) without highly reliable lower level components, validation testing -- particularly fault
injection based testing -- becomes extremely difficult to perform. Our methods for lower level
verification included verification of the design through Pe_ net analysis and intensive unit testing
using the Enhanced Condition Table methodology [Tai87, Hech90]. Another approach is formal
proof such as that performed on the SRI/NASA Langley SIFI' flight control computer [Wens78].

The validation testing procedures described her" relate only to the ability of the executive layer
to recover from failures which are made visible to that layer. Other testing on the acceptance
test, which is responsible for determining the correctness of the result, must be performed on an
application specific basis.

Coverage is the dominating factor affecting the reliability and availabili_ of a fault tolerant
system. In the EDRB example, if the primary and alternate routines each have reliabilities of
1000 operating hours, but 10 hours are required to recover from a software failure in one of the
versions, then a variation of the coverage value between 0.92 and .99 can change the system
reliability (i.e., of the recovery block as a whole) by 600% [Arno73, Triv82]. The results of the
testing thus far are satisfactory and suggest that the supervisor layer will provide a dependable
platform on'which critical applications can be built.

Although the recovery time results reported here are quite good for a distributed architecture, they
can be improved by the use of higher sampling rates (the target system has a rate of 2 per
second). Depending on the complexity of the application, a more powerful processor than the
16 MHz 80286-based systems used in the testbed may be required. The advantage of the IBM
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PC/AT architecture is that such processors are available and totally compatible with the hardware
and software structure of the EDRB.

The testbed is a key element in being able to observe hardware interface anomalies, timing
difficulties, and subtle interactions among systems. The distributed system testbed configuration
described in this paper has proven adequate for the test objectives that have thus far been defined.
However, it cannot be used for reproducing problems observed in the field, nor does it have
debugging capabilities other than the collection and reduction of runtime data.

6 Conclusions

i The body of knowledge for validation testing of distributed fault tolerant systems is limited, and

much work still needs to be done in terms of generalizing and formalizing what is needed tocharacterize performance. Such testing is difficult, and requires significant support capabilities
for the execution of test cases, recording of data, analysis of the data, and interpretation of the
results. Ex_tcerbating this problem is that the use of such systems is occurring, under
development, or being contemplated for a _,umber of critical applications including nuclear
reactor control and safety functions [Reml90] and air traffic control [Cris90].

Despite the problems, progress in distributed systems is being made. An earlier release of the
EDRB has been under evaluation at the Experimental Breeder Reactor II Site at the Argonne
National Laboratory since June of 1990. The most recent stability test run (more than 200 hours
duration) showed that the r_ystem could sustain operation and recover from a hardware failure
which it experienced during that time.

The release now completing validation testing provides greater coverage against complex multiple
faults and much faster fault detection and recovery times. The test results suggest that it is stable

and capable of performing its intended function.
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